
The Pisces Full Sun-Moon Cycle on March 9 – Very Significant for All

The Pisces Full Sun-Moon on March 9 (at 5.49 PM GMT) is very significant for a number of reasons:
* As it is the Pisces Full Sun-Moon Cycle it brings through directly and most potently the Energies of Pisces, the 
12th and final sign of the zodiac, which also completes the past Astrological Year (which began last year on March
21 when the Sun entered Aries, the 1st sign of the zodiac).
* As it is the final monthly Cycle of the Year (February 19 to March 20) it brings to a completion/end the whole 
annual Cycle, and, like a flower going back to seed, all that manifested over the Year also ‘goes back to seed’. It is
thus a cycle of closing down the Year and letting go and giving up what we have achieved over the Year, and only 
holding on to the ‘baby’ while throwing out the dirty bath water. This is why Pisces is called the sign of 
Crucifixion or the Great Renunciation for these terms imply ‘giving up’ what we do not need as these old 
outdated desires and needs (etc, etc) belong to the past (the old year) and not to the new incoming Year (starting 
on March 21)
* The process of giving up and letting go is always very difficult for the human self for the ego likes to hold on to 
all things (be they physical, emotional or mental) that it has gathered into its self. It is good to ‘give away’ things 
that one does not need and is simply hanging on to due to fear and attachment – it gets a whole load off ones 
shoulders. This includes fear itself (‘ Fear is the only thing to fear’). Or envy, or jealousy, or bitterness, or 
judgements and sorrow and even pain, and even ‘wounds’ (which are always from the past), etc. Pisces is the best 
attuned time to GIVE IT ALL UP and LET IT ALL GO. Crucifixion. Great Renunciation. Ego-dying/death. The 
deeper meaning of Going to the Cross. Of course the Soul, the Immortal Self, Always Remains Fully Intact, Alive 
and Living (The symbol of the ROSE in the Centre of the Cross). This is the BIG Lesson of Pisces.
* This Pisces Full Sun-Moon the Sun and Neptune (the planet ruling the Soul of Pisces) come into near-exact 
conjunction in Pisces (at 18-19 degrees) and so it will be an especially potent Pisces-Neptune Full 
Neptune>Moon Cycle, meaning that, willy nilly, the old and outdated will be Crucified via certain 
global/national/social/personal events that provide the direct or indirect key to ‘what is ending or needing to end’. 
For example the coronavirus is one of the global ‘mediums’ that is accelerating the end (of the Age of Pisces and 
the old corrupted world). The collapse of the long-time corrupted market force economic system is another ‘key’ 
(To get a better picture of ‘why’ this is all too true go to UTube to ‘Andrew Feinstein’, an ex-member of the S 
African ANC Government who explains how governmental and private business work together in such 
corruption). Neptune is the planet whose very powerful subtle influence ‘dissolves, collapses and transmutes’ low-
grade energy systems, political, economic, social and personal.
* This Pisces Full Sun-Neptune>Moon Cycle is also in harmonious aspect/relationship with Mars and Jupiter 
(and Pluto) in Capricorn, which governs the whole political>economic and social sphere, so its influence will 
directly impact these practical material spheres of human life. Good for those representing the new Way but not at 
all good for those representing the old and outdated. Whatever breaks down and collapses over this Cycle (March 
8/9/10/11/12) is what represents the old and completed.
* On March 8/9 Venus and Uranus come into exact conjunction in Taurus, which is another very potent fusion 
of energies, but in this case represents the very new, the revolutionary, the innovative and the future. Since Venus 
governs women as a whole this ‘new future impulse’ will come through women, as individuals and in group and 
collective Up-Rising down-to-earth formation. It also represents men who are in touch with their inner feminine. 
It might also manifest as some new innovative music/song/etc that comes out of the blue, as Taurus represents the 
feminine-based arts (music/song/dance/drama/etc).  This will have a powerful influence upon the masses, as 
Pisces governs mass consciousness. Some BIG Surprises and Graces coming through the Pisces Full Sun-Moon 
Cycle.  Good to take time to be open and receptive.  To Meditate.
* Because of all that we have shared about Pisces as the final sign of the zodiac and the final zodiacal cycle of the 
Year there is another complex dimension to this Cycle in that ‘all comes back that has not been dealt with’ (in the 
past year and from the past per se) and people can therefore feel overwhelmed by all the stuff hitting them at the 
same time. We can call this ones karma (including national and global-human karma) because ‘what one has 
sown one has to reap’ (Thus coronavirus has become a global pandemic in the Pisces Cycle). The ‘working out of 
karma’ - the reaping of what has been sown – thus occurs in its cyclic finalisation in Pisces. Thus too the sense of 
being overwhelmed in Pisces. The Tibetan Master DK says that the best and most constructive way to work out 
karma is ‘to serve selflessly’ - or, as Gandhi said ‘the highest moral law is that we should work unremittingly for 
the good of humanity’, which is saying the same thing. Such service or moral attitude>action automatically 
works out karma. And since service = giving (and giving = service) and giving gives one the greatest joy and 
satisfaction this is by far the best and easiest way to deal with and work out karma, and thus alleviate the very 
stressful sense of being overwhelmed. In this we have one of the greatest secrets of (esoteric) Wisdom.
* Since we (humanity) are/is now also ‘working out the karma of the entire past 2,000 years of the Age of Pisces’ 
this Wisdom applies to everyone for this very stressful cycle (2020>2025) of the final years of the Pisces Age. All
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the various predictions of the Christ re this cycle (in terms of the various interconnected disasters) are part of this 
working out of karma for the human race and the nations (and everyone) re ‘sowing and reaping’. In other words 
the best and only constructive way to face, deal with and work out this karma is to serve intelligently and 
selflessly (= intelligent wise service) and to work for the greater good of humanity. This, in itself, serves the new 
and more unlimited future, for running back to/escaping back to the past will do one no good at all, and only 
intensify the karma and the stress.   
* Pisces is a ‘water’ sign and thus very emotional (and governed by Ray 6 – devotional idealism) and 
devotional, and this is the biggest problem with Pisces. The emotional or astral body is called the body (and 
plane) of glamour and illusion for it is actually not real. In other words the astral body/plane is created by 
human-ego emotions for emotions are real in themselves but also, as such, illusions. Emotions and devotional 
idealism go together, and this is what creates the ‘follower’ of the political/religious leader/system (The 6 th Ray is 
the ruling ego-Ray of the USA/Russia/Italy/Ireland, and of all religions, especially Christianity and Islam (both 
created in the past 2,000 years. Judaism is governed by a combination of emotions and lower concrete mind, as is 
Buddhism and Hinduism). Thus the Trump phenomena – emotions (fear, insecurity, anger, projection) running 
out of control, and dark agents like Trump (etc) know how to exploit emotions (Trump has Mercury 
[communication] in Cancer, a ‘water’ sign. He has the instinctive knowledge of how to emotionally exploit the 
masses because he is governed by his own dark emotions. And the USA is ruled by the 6th Ray, and by the Sun 
in Cancer (in the 8th ‘house’ of Scorpio, another ‘water’ sign). Bernie Sanders has Scorpio Rising so he is a 
Soul-based Scorpio, and he has the Soul Task of activating the higher feelings of the population (love, emotional 
intelligence, higher aspirations, intuition, courage, dedication, service, humour and laughter). Once the Scorpio 
Rising sets his goal (with full higher dedicated focus) no one can stop him (and God help anyone who tries – the 
Scorpio Rising knows about the shadow before the one with the shadow knows about it. Bernie cuts to the core 
and deals with it quickly and precisely. Tis the gift of the Soul of Scorpio. Also the Eagle is the higher symbol of 
Scorpio and the Eagle features in the symbol of the USA). Tulsi Gabbard has the same quality (in a different way) 
and this is why a Bernie-Tulsi ticket-partnership will go down very well in the US.
* This Full Sun-Moon Cycle of Pisces will reveal ‘what is coming to an end – what is dying and will die’ 
(Pisces/Neptune-Sun conjunction in Pisces) and ‘what is being born and will be born as the new Aquarius Way’ 
(Venus-Uranus conjunction in Taurus, right at the time of the Full Sun-Moon Cycle - March 8/9. Thus be very 
Aware of what will be Happening as we move from March 8/9 into March 21 (Aries) onwards>>>>2020. Be 
ready for Big Surprises and even Awakening Shocks. Tis the End of Days and the seeding of New Days. The 
best protection from the coronavirus and all disasters is to Serve and Give and to Live in the Here-Now 
(Remembering that disaster means ‘to be separated from the Stars’).
* Last but not least and very important is that the perfect time to do a complete clean up of ones home in the 
Pisces Cycle, as this completes the Year and thus a full-scale clean up and purification of ones home (and 
garden, etc) is a good idea-action. In fact women/men/couples/families should all participate in this co-creative 
clean up so as to ‘clear away all dirt/dust/etc/etc’ and also give away all that one no longer needs, and thus prepare
for the new incoming Cycle of Aries from March 21. After cleaning up spray ones entire home with essential oil 
sprays (Lavender/geranium/rosemary).          

                                          

   


